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Computer technology is something which never stayed at one summit for long time. Many big
changes came to this league of technology. When talking about computer first thing comes in mind
is the Desktop Computer, a very famous and reliable electronic device invented in 17â€™s which made
the world revolutionized around us. Computer made our life so easy that the work which used to be
done in days can now be done in few minutes. But yet having a Desktop computer for the entire life
was not the motive of inventing a computer rather it was another great change that was made to the
previous generation of technology. Like before this small desktop computer there used to be a big
size computer named MARK I, it was so big that it occupied space of a whole big room. Then
changes were made and a small size Desktop computer was given to us and it became so common
that almost every person now has its own personal computer.

We human being had always remained size and style conscious living creatures, when we have
nothing no objections comes but once we get something we want that to be in more perfect form.
Something similar happened to the computer technology, 16â€™s Computers took one room space than
a time came and those computers turned in Desktop Computers and took just a space of one small
table but yet something more reliable and more stylish was to be revealed and that was the
Notebook Computer. Notebook computer is basically another version of laptop computer, a
computer which could be set on your lap and can be used easily. It does the same task which a
desktop computer can. Notebook computers are handier although do not persist of few special
devices but is good enough for office tasks and good thing about it is that itâ€™s more concise in size as
compared to laptop.

Recently a new product Tablet PC was introduced by a millionaire company named Apple Inc., now
this was the biggest hit in the world of PCs. Tablet PC is a device which consists on a flat screen
display, it doesnâ€™t need any kind of separate monitor mouse or even key board. Tablet PC is a touch
and play device. After the Tablet Pc was introduced to market many new changes were brought to
the Cell phones as well and now if you look around yourself you will find almost every second
person having a device which has a touch and play feature. As its quick in response people love to
use such devices more.  But one thing which lacks in these devices is the reliability, now here the
word reliability means that they are efficient enough but yet they are so sensitive that if used roughly
could get damaged quickly. So such rough use WorkStation Computers are the perfect option.
Workstation computers are physically similar to desktop computers but they have much more
memory and are usually with large graphic display. Such computers are used at large scale
industrial work or for some special technology developing work.  Laptops notebooks all such type of
computers are good and stylish but when it comes to efficiency and more reliability nothing is there
which could bang these work station computers.
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